The furtive seeds of skepticism, of demands for rational explanation, lurk as this student strives for clarity. His active mind gathers a cluster of vaguely similar words regarding the future, words such as speculation, informed conjecture, wild guess, even prophecy; and then wonders about the meaning—and weight—of each.

The word, prophecy, intrigues him. It brings forth visions of mystery, astrology and wizards wearing conical hats. The dictionary—a book that he uses rarely—tells him that the word, prophet, is based upon an ancient Greek compound word, meaning one who speaks in behalf of another, a spokesman in other words who transmits predictions and judgments derived, generally, from some higher source. By this rigorous definition, then, a prophet is a transmitting vehicle, a passive message-carrier; and thus the gift of prophecy is not primarily within him but merely passes through him.

He recalls his aunt, a physician in general practice, who regularly predicts her patients’ futures: those who may some day be burdened with heart disease, those who may develop diabetes, those whose current occupation may lead to occupational diseases in the foreseeable future. And this student remembers that she employs certain predictive tests, that give her estimates an air of reliability. These predictive elements all seem quite pragmatic, down-to-earth, to this striving adolescent; and certainly free of any messages from higher sources. And he remembers stories, told by his aunt, of the great 19th Century physician, William Osler, who would stop strangers on the Baltimore streets to tell them, in the most courteous of terms, that they have—or will shortly have—certain terrible diseases but which are not as yet evident to the casual eye. And so the student wonders: “Was Osler a prophet or merely a well-informed physician who visually inspected the passing strangers for signs of physical ailments? And further, can prophecy be little more than a happy exploitation of premonitory signs (discerned by only a few avid seekers) and a bit of random good luck?”

And so, thinks this lad, the need for prophecy, may shrink as revelations become more excruciatingly sensitive. And since all consequences seem to have their own causes, might not the day arrive when the tomorrows will be revealed beforehand by uncovering all of the secret causes hidden in the todays? This adolescent logic seems to work with weather predictions. Maybe, some day, this credulous youngster concludes, the results of future SuperBowls will also be foregone conclusions.
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